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The Americana Theatre opened on June 18, 1967 for Nicholas George, designed by Samson Associates, and can accommodate approximately 1,750 people in its state-of-the-art auditorium. Its vast screen, 30' by 60' was one of the largest ever seen in Michigan before the era of Imax theaters. The
opening film of the Americana Theatre is Otto Preminger's Hurry Sundown. The Americana Theatre quickly became known as a roadshow house, with 70 mm projection equipment, with the nearby Northland Theatre, although the Northland Theatre eventually screened films superior to those of the
Americana Theatre in the early years. Early roadshows included Finian's Rainbow (1968), Song of Norway (1970) and Bedknobs and Broomsticks (1970). Two additional auditoriums, each seating 760 people, were added in early 1972 and designed by renowned theatre architect Louis Wiltse. Later that
year Wiltse added a fourth auditorium of similar size, and the theatre became known as Americana I, II, III, IV. Between the mid-1970s and early 1980s, The Americana I, II, III and IV was best known for its highly successful series of blockbuster films such as the original Star Wars and Indiana Jones
trilogies, particularly in its large main auditorium, which became one of the only ones in the region after the Northland Theatre was twinned in the mid-1970s. In 1986, Nicholas George sold the Americana to AMC Theatres, just months after three more screens were added. A few years after AMC took over
Americana, the number of screens had been increased to eight, but the original large auditorium had not yet been divided. When crime began to rise in the late 1980s at the theater, including a series of shootings, the chain took the unusual step of adding metal detectors. AMC spent $2.5 million to reshape
The Americana in 1990, which ultimately included the evisation of the original auditorium, and the loss of its giant screen, the space sculpture in five smaller screens. The theatre also lost its original name, becoming the AMC Southfield City 12 on August 3, 1990. In 2001, AMC closed the aging multiplex
down, unable to compete with the even larger, more flashy and avant-garde Southfield 20 star theaters. The old Americana was demolished shortly after its closure to make way for a new devolution. Contribution by Bryan Krefft Page 2 Movie Theaters Screens Multiplex (12 Screen) Showing 1 - 30 of 496
open cinemas - Name Location Status Screens AMC Albuquerque 12 Albuquerque, NM, United States Open 12 AMC Apple Blossom 12 Winchester, VA, United States Open 12 AMC Assembly Row 12 MA, United States Open 12 AMC Avenue Forsyth 12 Cumming, GA, United States Open 12 AMC
Aviation 12 Linden , NJ, United States Open 12 AMC Bellevue 12 Nashville, TN, United States Open 12 AMC Bowles Crossing 12 Littleton, CO, United States Open Open AMC Bradley Square 12 Cleveland, TN, United States Open 12 AMC Brighton 12 Brighton, CO, United States Open 12 AMC
Cartersville 12 Cartersville, GA, United States Open 12 AMC Castle Rock 12 Castle Rock, CO, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Altoona 12 Altoona, PA, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Camp Hill 12 Camp Hill, PA, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Colonial Mall 12 North Myrtle Beach , SC,
United States Open 12 AMC Classic Columbus 12 Columbus, IN, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Hickory Point 12 Forsyth, IL, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Johnson Creek 12 Johnson Creek, WI, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Kennewick 12 Kennewick, WA, United States Open 12
AMC Classic Kokomo 12 Kokomo, IN, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Lisbon 12 Lisbon 12 Lisbon CT, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Londonderry 10 Londonderry, NH, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Marion 12 Marion, IN, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Morgantown 12
Morgantown, WV, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Oakwood 12 Eau Claire, WI, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Owasso 12 Owasso, OK, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Pottsgrove 12 Palmerton , PA, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Provo 12 Provo, UT, United States Open 12 AMC
Classic Snellville 12 Snellville, GA, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Southridge 12 Des Moines, IA, United States Open 12 AMC Classic Terre Haute 12 Terre Haute, IN, United States Open 12 We do well, it seems to me, to distinguish Greek from novel. The Romans were masters at making things
last (such as, for example, their empire). They were not necessarily very good at doing things right. The Greeks were not so good at making things last, although this problem can be exagerrated since the pragmatic Roman republic ended their independence after about 500 years, depending on how you
look at it. But the Greeks wanted to know what made things good. They were after the essences. They refused or did not impose structures outside the learning process. As a result, they have reached staggering heights of creativity in all areas. The Romans did a good job imitating them. I suggest for
your consideration that the Romans made a fatal mistake: they systematized education. Since then, everyone has imitated them - or so it seems to me. So we have never surpassed the pedagogical and artistic glory of the Greeks. Well, well. Similarities and Differences: Ancient Greece vs. Ancient Rome
Many qualities of ancient Roman civilization were undoubtedly borrowed from their predecessors in Greek culture (Bonner 1). Roman education, however, is only a reflection of the Greek education system. Ancient Roman education tactics differ from the educational methods used by Greek education
Nevertheless, these two different approaches contain many similarities. Although the Romans made an effort to reproduce the style of education maintained by the their attempts failed; However Rome has managed to adopt many principles of Greek education in the process. This is made evident by
comparing and contrasting The Greek and Roman methods of education as well as ... View more content... With the exception of Sparta, classical Greek schools taught these basic skills to virtually all young children, but only the sons of the rich would continue their education until the age of eighteen
(Manual: Greece 253). Classical Athens consisted of three basic forms of education: reading, music and gymnastics (Manual: Greece 253) Athenian schools consisted of reading, writing and arithmetic taught by a grammarist, who was a tutor for young children (Manual: Greece 253). Reading in classical
Athens schools generally involved Homer's works (Dewald, 1099). Homeric literature has created a basis for teaching basic reading and writing skills as well as literary expertise (Dewald, 1078). Progress was made by the number of Homeric works that a student had read and by which (Dewald, 1079).
Music and poetry were taught by a kitharist, or lyre reader (Manual: Greece 253). Music was a very important aspect of Greek education and much importance was given to the instruction of singing and musical instruments in Sparta and Athens classically (Devambez 173). They created a new sustainable
and aesthetic science of music that was applied to mathematics and used for psychological insight in the performer (Levi 151). A paidotribe, or coach, taught sports and physical education (Manual: Greece 253). This aspect of education has been applied more in Spartan society than in Athens De Agostini
Picture Library/Getty Images Greece and Rome are Mediterranean countries, quite similar latitudinally for both to grow wine and olives. However, their terrain was very different. The ancient Greek city-states were separated from each other by hilly countryside and all were close to the water. Rome was
inland, on one side of the Tiber, but the italic tribes (in the boot-shaped peninsula that is now Italy) had no natural hilly borders to keep them out of Rome. In Italy, around Naples, Vesuvius produced fertile land by covering the tephra soil that aged in rich soil. There were also two nearby mountain ranges
to the north (Alps) and east (Apennine). G. NIMATALLAH / Getty Images Greek art is considered superior to simply imitating or decorative Roman art; indeed a lot of art that we think as Greek is actually a Roman copy original Greek. It is often pointed out that the purpose of classical Greek sculptors was
to produce an ideal art form, whereas the aim of Roman artists was to produce realistic portraits, often for decoration. This is an obvious oversimplification. Not all Roman art imitates Greek forms and all Greek art does not look terribly realistic or inse practical. Lots of Greek art utilitarian objects, just as
Roman art adorned living spaces. Greek art is divided into Mycenaean, geometric, archaic and Hellenistic periods, in addition to its acme in classical times. During the Hellenistic period, there was a demand for copies of earlier art, and so it can also be described as an imitator. We usually associate
sculptures like the Venus de Milo with Greece, as well as mosaics and frescoes (wall paintings) with Rome. Of course, the masters of both cultures have worked on various mediums beyond these. Greek pottery, for example, was a popular import into Italy. The economy of ancient crops, including Greece
and Rome, was based on agriculture. The Greeks ideally lived on small, self-sustaining wheat-producing farms, but poor farming practices made many households unable to feed themselves. The major estates took over, producing wine and olive oil, which were also the main exports of the Romans — it
is not too surprising, given their common geographical conditions and the popularity of these two necessities. The Romans, who imported their wheat and their annexed provinces, which could provide them with this very important staple food, also cultivated, but they also engaged in trade. (The Greeks
are thought to have viewed trade as degrading.) As Rome designed an urban centre, writers compared the simplicity/boorishness/moral of the pastoral/agricultural life of the country to the politically charged and commercial life of a downtown resident. Manufacturing was also an urban occupation. Greece
and Rome worked in the mines. While Greece had also enslaved people, Rome's economy depended on slave labor from expansion until the end of the Empire. Both cultures had coins. Rome has degraded its currency to finance the Empire. The social classes of Greece and Rome have changed over
time, but the fundamental divisions of Early Athens and Rome have consisted of free and exonerated men, enslaved persons, foreigners, and women. Only some of these groups were counted as citizens. Greece Slaves PeopleFreedmenMetizensWomen Rome Asservi
peopleFreedmenPlebeiansPatricians De Agostini Picture Library / Getty Images In Athens, according to the literature on stereotypes, women were appreciated for refraining from chatting, for managing the household and, above all, for producing legitimate children. The aristocratic woman was isolated in
the women's quarters and had to be accompanied to public places. She could own, but not sell, her property. The Athenian woman was to his father, and even after the marriage he could ask for his return. The Athenian woman was not a citizen. The Roman woman was legally subject to the paterfamilias,
whether the dominant male in her birth household or her husband's house. She could own and dispose of the property and surrender as she wished. From epigraphy, we read that a Roman woman was appreciated for piety, piety, maintain harmony, and to be a woman of one man. The Roman woman
could be a Roman citizen. NYPL Digital Gallery / Wikimedia Commons The father of the family was dominant and could decide whether or not to keep a newborn. The paterfamilias were the Roman head of the household. Adult sons with their own families were still subject to their own father if he were the
paterfamilias. In the Greek family, or oikos, household, the situation was more what we consider to be the normal nuclear family. The sons could legally challenge the competence of their fathers. Alan Pappe/Getty Images Originally, the kings ruled Athens; then an oligarchy (ruled by a few), then
democracy (voting by citizens). The city-states came together to form leagues that came into conflict, weakening Greece and leading to its conquest by the Macedonian kings and later the Roman Empire. The kings also ruled Rome originally. Then Rome, observing what was happening elsewhere in the
world, eliminated them. He established a mixed republican form of government, combining elements of democracy, oligarchy, and monarchy, in time, governing by a returned to Rome, but in a new form, initially, sanctioned by the Constitution that we know as Roman emperors. The Roman Empire split
up, and in the West eventually returned to small kingdoms.  Kingdoms. 
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